
The Covid-19 virus has affected every Canadian in one way or another. We are all 

aware of the negative impacts of this Pandemic. In this newsletter CAILBA has 

decided to focus on some of the positive changes to our industry which have 

occurred over the past few months. 

Carriers and MGA’s were asked to provide some insight into changes which are 

likely to impact the distribution of insurance products positively over the long term. 

Compliance changes are also being highlighted with input from your CAILBA 

compliance team. 

 

The CAILBA AGM will be held in a virtual environment on September 17th 2020. 

More details to follow. 
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We asked some carriers to shed some light on areas/methods/systems each carrier changed/implemented over the last 

few months which are likely to impact the distribution of insurance products positively over the long term. Here is their 

feedback:  

COVID-19 Focus on Change 
-  

As we’ve all discovered over the past three months, there is nothing like necessity becoming the mother of invention. 

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic early days Canada Life realized where we were well positioned to work with MGAs 

and advisors from a distance, and where we quickly needed to step up and be as easy to do business with as possible.  

 

SimpleProtect TM 

A year ago we launched this electronic onboarding process for new insurance business. This platform was created in 

late 2018, by advisors, for advisors and took our existing web-app from a lengthy one-way online process, down to a 16-

question, easy-to-navigate, shared platform. Over the past 3 months we’ve been able to fine tune it to allow for increased 

underwriting limits, jointly-owned, corporate-owned and juvenile insurance, and covers all of our insurance products, with 

the exception of Disability and Universal life insurance. We see this platform continue to evolve over the next several 

months to include even more products and options. Having a fully end-to-end digital offering for all Canada Life products 

is the goal.  

 

New business and underwriting 

To respond to the needs of clients and their advisors we have moved with the rest of the industry, and at times led the 

marketplace, in changing our underwriting requirements and evidence maximums. With closure of many doctors offices 

and paramedic service providers, we’ve needed to adapt to issuing business in better ways while much of this evidence 

has been unavailable. Cooperation with all reinsurers was also very important during this time. I know both MGAs and 

advisors are curious as to what the industry will do with evidence limits once client medical information becomes more 

readily available. I suspect that some of the modifying of evidence requirements may be possible into the future, making 

it even easier to do business with us post-COVID.    

 

Going virtual 

 

Everyone has had to look for ways to stay connected with advisors, clients, and carriers during COVID. Canada Life is 

no exception. Since very early in March we have been running weekly company updates called; This Week with 

Canada Life, on Wednesdays at 1:00 pm eastern. We see continuing with these over the next few months given their 

weekly popularity, and attendance by thousands of advisors. We have also been engaging and training advisors 

virtually on many of our internal processes, with a big emphasis on using all of our non-face to face capabilities. We 

continue to hold these events every second week for any advisor still wishing to better-understand how to submit 

business electronically. Lastly, we have moved our twice-annual Canada Life Days training events to virtual delivery. 

On June 17th we ran four CE credit presentations for advisors to deliver our most current information on products and 

sales ideas from our internal experts. These sessions are available to watch online for any who missed them, and still 

secure CE credits. Look for more of this kind of virtual training from us. A special week of training for operations team 

members will be run the week of July 20th.  

Jim Brownlee – Vice President MGA Partnerships 
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Below are three areas that Sun Life has changed/implemented over the last few months that we expect will impact the 

distribution of insurance products positively over the long-term:  

 

Adoption of digital communication tools 

 

Social distancing and office closures have driven the need to conduct meetings virtually.  Advisors, Clients and Sun 

Life distribution teams are now using digital conferencing tools like Zoom and WebEx on a regular basis for virtual 

meetings.  While this way of communicating started by necessity, we expect the convenience of virtual meetings to 

continue to play an important role in financial advice well beyond Covid-19. 

 

 

Electronic Applications 

 

Sun Life was in the early stages of launching an electronic insurance application when Covid-19 struck.  The 

environment compelled us to fast-track the launch, and we now offer an eApplication for all of our insurance products.  

This new platform will make it easier for advisors to submit applications and supporting documentation, and collect 

eSignatures from Clients. 

 

 

Accelerated underwriting 

 

With labs closed, the ability to gather requirements to underwrite insurance applications became very challenging.  This 

spurred Sun Life to use new predictive modelling and data analytics techniques to determine which applications could 

be approved without lab results.  This innovative approach will continue to be used and refined going forward, improving 

the Client and advisor experience. 

Heather Rennie – AVP, Strategic Initiatives, Third-Party Insurance Distribution 



  

COVID-19 Focus on Technological Change  
We asked 3 carriers to shed some light on technological/system changes implemented over the last few months which are 

likely to impact the industry positively over the long term. Here is their feedback:  

 

 

The global situation that we are currently facing has forced companies to adjust their way of doing things to guarantee 

continuity of their essential operations. At iA Financial group (iA), our mission to face this unprecedent situation, was to 

provide advisors with the most performant digital solutions, to support business continuity and facilitate ways to serve 

clients at distance. We have focused on developing strong non-face-to-face digital processes leveraging on our 

competitive electronic EVO platforms. We facilitated electronic signature and increased the threshold for instant approval 

up to $1M. Most importantly, we stayed in touch with advisors across the country using video conference solutions, while 

making sure all transactions could be performed from anywhere, at any time! In this new reality, things have changed 

and we believe some changes will stay, mainly regarding remote advice, selling and managing client relationships from 

anywhere and means of communications will also evolve. 

 

Advice and sales at distance 

 

EVO is iA’s innovative technological insurance and savings platform that offers a simplified and global experience 

adapted to advisors’ new reality. With EVO Insurance, transactions can be performed online with access to Instant 

acceptance at the point of sale for up to $1M without vitals or fluids for most clients. While, with EVO Savings, the 

enrolment process for a new RESP takes only few minutes. 

 

Managing client needs and relationships from anywhere 

 

Business Tracker is a tool that helps advisors be informed of events on their clients’ policies with an email or SMS 

notification when an important activity occurs on one of their clients’ in-force contracts. With Business Tracker it’s become 

easier to manage in-force business at distance and also include capabilities such as scheduling appointments, process 

electronic signature for amendment and recently e-contract delivery. 

 

Staying in touch 

 

At iA, it is a priority to stay in touch with advisors and clients to support them every step of the way. All our teams are 

available to do video conference with advisors to deliver information and training on new processes and tools. As the 

communication pace is going faster than ever, we simplify accessibility to information relating to COVID19 by centralizing 

all information in one place at ia.ca/covid-19-updates and on our advisor portal. 

 

In a nutshell, advisors’ workplace is evolving in this new normal. iA is committed to provide performant digital solutions 

to support advisors and clients in this digital shift. 

Valérie Lelièvre - Vice president, Business Solutions & Marketing 



  

COVID-19 Focus on Technological Change  
We asked 3 carriers to shed some light on technological/system changes implemented over the last few months which are 

likely to impact the industry positively over the long term. Here is their feedback:  

 

 

Although no one can say they were “ready” for what was to come when the World Health Organization declared the COVID-19 

outbreak a global pandemic, Empire Life was well positioned going into the crisis as a result of the digital solutions we already had 

in place. In particular our Fast & Full® Life and Investments digital applications were already the premiere solutions in the market 

and have only gotten better in recent months.  

Digital Applications that focus on user experience 

What really sets the Fast & Full applications for both Insurance and Investments apart is the user experience for both client and 

advisor. That starts with the built-in co-browsing that includes integrated screen sharing, video chat and mouse control switching. It 

is a truly frictionless, interactive user experience and there is nothing to download – just click the link and it’s all there in the browser.  

During COVID-19 we launched a new process for client identity verification using the Dual Process method, as part of our integrated 

co-browsing and video chat, to greatly simplify identity verification and reduce delays. The preference for non-face-to-face (NFTF) 

sales options will persist, and those carriers who deliver the best experience will be best positioned for success. 

Electronic Contract Delivery 

A fully-digital application experience, what we call straight-through processing (STP), is no longer an aspiration. It’s real and we 

have seen it get a boost under the pandemic. STP offers benefits to all stakeholders in terms of time-saving and cost reduction. 

Empire Life is one of the only carriers who can offer a truly paperless and human-less process, from beginning to end, with our 

eHealth Questionnaire and eContract Delivery options. Knowing that consumers can have their fully-executed policy delivered to 

their email inbox offers the kind of peace of mind they seek today. We anticipate that consumer preference for policies being issued 

this way will continue to grow even after the pandemic. 

 

To reward advisors for selecting these digital options, Empire Life launched a new promotion to enable advisors to earn up to 20% 

more first year commission vs. paper for life and health insurance applications when using our electronic health questionnaire (eHQ) 

and eContract Delivery options. Promoting the use of these digital tools, particularly in an era of physical distancing, delivers a win-

win-win: for clients, distributors and ourselves. 

NFTF sales and settlement even when using “paper” 

We also intensified our efforts to enable more opportunities for advisors to conduct business effectively and efficiently NFTF outside 

of the digital application. We focused our operational and underwriting process and policy changes on enabling the highest number 

of opportunities for NFTF sales and settlement. This included substantially raising temporary insurance limits (to $1M), as well as 

coverage limits for life and health insurance sales for both no fluid/non-medical underwriting for life (to $1M) and for CI ($250K).  

We also raised the overall limits on NFTF sales conducted with paper applications (to $10M from $5M) and created a new NFTF 

process for paper with an overhauled paper application to include all of our insurance products. While we believe that eventually 

there will be a return to doing business “in-person”, NFTF sales, are here to stay (even those conducted with paper) and carriers 

will continue to innovate in search of ways to allow even more cases to be settled NFTF. 

 

Mike Stocks - Vice-President and Chief Marketing Officer 
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There’s no question that COVID-19 has changed the way we do business. As one of the many industries impacted 

by COVID-19, there have been numerous adjustments made that allow RBC Insurance® to virtually support advisors 

and their clients as the situation continues to evolve.   

 

Overall, we have reprioritized in order to digitize faster, enabling us to become more efficient while meeting the needs 

of clients. 

 

Here are the highlights from some of the changes we’ve made over the last few months:  

 

• Accelerated the acceptance of e-signatures for the fulfillment of all life, health and wealth PDF fillable 

applications and forms through programs like Docusign, Adobe Sign and eSignLive.  

 
• Accelerated alternative e-delivery solutions to deal with mail and paper-based processes by emailing policy 

schedule pages and underwriting settling requirements to ensure clients get the coverage they need. 

 

• Introduced Webex technology to support virtual joint field calls between advisors, clients and RBC Insurance 

sales consultants.  

 

• Increased our no fluid limits to enable more clients to get coverage faster while paramedical services were 

suspended. 

 

• Enhanced WealthLink, making it easier for Wealth advisors to better serve their clients remotely through 

deeper insights into their clients’ portfolios and greater security of sensitive information. 

 

• Promoted usage of self-serve applications like eApplications, the Business Intelligence Centre and the Sales 

Resource Centre, helping advisors find everything they need to serve their clients and manage their business. 

 

• Introduced a new temporary solution to allow advisors to conduct non-registered wealth transactions and 

universal life conversions remotely.    

Dennis Craig - Vice-President, MGA & National Account Relationships 



 

  

COVID-19 MGA’s Focus on Change  
We asked 3 MGA’s to shed some light on some changes made over the last few months which are likely to impact their 

business going forward in a positive manner. Here is their feedback:  

 

 

• We immediately started hosting a weekly Executive Webinar (CEO and three EVPs (Sales and operations) for all of our brokers. 

The original intention was to keep them informed about the whirlwind of changes coming at them but it has morphed into a 

combination update and informational session. We have a high caliber guest each week and attendance has been great.  

 

• We have a very robust suite of training in our Masterworks Professional Advisor Training (MPAT). There is something in there 

for *every* broker and we have been able to pivot that to an entirely virtual environment and have reached a huge number of 

our brokers and they are loving it! 

 

• Virtual study groups to link like-minded brokers in similar stages of their careers but geographically dispersed. A huge win that 

our brokers and our team are loving! 

 

 

 

• Use of technology to provide more targeted support to advisors/clients. Where some have been slower to leveraging technology 

in their practices this work from home has forced many to use technology. This creates more effective use of time. 

 

• Where before BDE’s would hold face to face meetings with advisors they were limited in the number per day. With using 

technology they have more time as they don’t spend time sitting in a car in traffic.It has also provided for more adoption of web 

applications with less stringent underwriting requirements and more streamlining of processes. 

 

• Work from home has disturbed the culture of productive work can only happen when you are in the office. The new reality is 

that if you have the right talent they can work from anywhere. You can still create a team environment using WebEx, ZOOM or 

similar systems. You can reduce travel costs and real estate costs. This does not signify the end of in person working 

environment but getting to an office everyday doesn’t make it a job requirement for some roles. It allows you to work within the 

new reality. 

 

 

 

• Increased focus on digital solutions for our advisors, including the introduction of our TrustedAdvice.ca microsite, which provides 

convenient access to timely and relevant resources. We recognized early that our advisors were getting inundated with 

information about process changes and that this information was changing rapidly. We wanted TrustedAdvice.ca to bring calm 

and to create a trusted, public source of information. 

 

• Promoted electronic applications (E-App) by creating reliable and accessible E-App resources as well as generating an E-App 

campaign to help stimulate change in behaviour. Together, these efforts have helped our advisors serve their clients in the 

current environment and beyond. Our advisors have shown a real willingness to adapt. 

 

• Concerted effort to empower advisors through advocacy and accessibility. We worked closely with carriers and paramedical 

companies to lobby successfully for our advisors on the extension of underwriting limits; financial reprieve for hardship cases; 

and the implementation of innovative ways to provide underwriting requirements, including reinstating face-to-face collections 

and managing the backlog of orders. In terms of accessibility, our sales network leaders have been hosting ongoing digital 

forums with advisors, and overall, our teams across the country have remained online and accessible, providing the same 

exceptional support and experience while working remotely.   

Terri Botosan - Chief Executive Officer 

Phil Marsillo - President 

Heidi MacDonald - Executive Operations Officer and Senior Vice President 



 

• There has been great innovation during Covid-19, including carriers embracing e-signatures, one example 

of how technology can make the sales process, file documentation etc. more efficient. 

 

• The insurance industry, including compliance, needs to leverage technology to gain efficiencies.   

  

• The needs-based sales process and more broadly, the compliance programs required of advisors to meet 

regulatory and legislative requirements don’t take a break during a pandemic. 

 

• Many advisors have quickly learned how to pivot their practice, modified processes to fit a 100% NF2F 

world. Those who are or have found it difficult will need to focus on their business continuity now, for 

whatever bump in the road might come in the future. 

 

• Under Fair Treatment of Consumer principles, consumers are expected to receive service for the life of 

their contracts. Advisors owe it to their clients, their business partners (carriers, MGAs) and their families to 

have means in place to ensure their business continues. Numerous resources have popped up over the 

past several months to help advisors address this; hopefully advisors take advantage and some time, to 

work on keeping their practice’s healthy.   

 

• CAILBA continues to meet with CLHIA on a regular basis to discuss COVID related issues and bring to 

light where the industry is thriving in this remote business world and where steps still need to be taken to 

make further improvements in communication and operations. 

 

• Some carriers are ahead of the curve in terms of electronic applications and electronic policy delivery and 

some are playing catch up. On a similar note, pertaining to inforce business, some carriers already have e-

delivery of inforce notices to advisors (secure inbox) while some carriers are still in a paper world, which has 

presented challenges.   

We asked CAILBA’s compliance team to shed some light on industry changes made over the last few months which are 

likely to impact compliance going forward in a positive manner. Here is their feedback:  

Earleen Moulton & Erik Wachtel – CAILBA Compliance (Regulatory and Legislative) 

To access more information visit COVID-19 Resources section on the CAILBA website, 

listing useful regulatory and non-regulatory links to help you, your business and advisors 

navigate through the COVID-19 environment. 

 

https://cailba.com/covid-19-resources/


 


